Union Budget Lacks Depth, Say CFOs

While the Budget 2017-18 touched up on many aspects, it lacks depth in general

India’s CFO’s forum session of BW Businessworld’s post Budget 2017 panel discussion was held at Trident, BKC, Mumbai.

There is only a thin line or imaginary demarcation between a CEO and a CFO in any organization. If the CEO is not a hands on person, there will be a CFO to look after the affairs of the organization.

That’s exactly the reason why BW Businessworld made it a point to have a CFO session right at the beginning of its post Budget 2017 analysis.

Pre Budget, the corporate India expected a reasonable reduction in corporate tax. Instead, the Budget looked at only the MSME sector and ignored the major corporates. Post Budget, nobody is complaining in open, but grumble in private conversations.

How easy for the CFOs to run their organisations in post Budget scenario, the panel discussed.

Felt, Sumit Sabharwal, CEO & Managing Director, Excelity Global, “Overall through the Budget, the government’s intention is very positive and is reaching out the underprivileged with a helping hand from the corporates. “There is also a huge potential for FDI in the backdrop of the elimination of FIPB in the near future,” said Sabharwal.

Babu Shivaprakasam, Partner Economic Laws Practice said that the policies adopted by the finance minister made easy to follow and make accountable the frauds in a banking environment. “In the backdrop of demonetization, the economy still need to grow and the banking sector have to come up with more innovative products,” said Babu. This is really a challenge in today’s scenario, opined Babu.

“What we need today is structural reforms not incremental reforms,” averred Tejas Khoday, CEO & CFO of Fyers, who travelled from Bangalore to Mumbai to participate in the CFO panel discussion. Tejas felt that the Budget is below average and not addressed any issues at all. “The Budget 2017 is a hogwash and gimmick and I won’t buy it,” he said. Other than the sops offered to MSME by way of a tax reduction, which hardly matters, the Budget is not offering nothing, he said.

A.K. Sridhar, CIO, India First Life Insurance said, “While the Budget touched up on many aspects, it lacks depth in any particular area.” “My worry is that this Budget can be just another one which made a lot of promises and no proper planning at the execution front,” Sridhar summed up the discussion.

Moderated by BW Businessworld’s Senior Editorial Lead, Roy Varghese, CFOs of corporate India which discussed the Budget 2017 felt that the Budget is a mediocre one, which is not having any depth at all.
Hathway Partners With Nextflix In India; Share Prices Jump Over 15%

Shares of Hathway Cable and Datacom jumped over 15 percent after company entered into partnership with Netflix to offer video streaming services to its subscribers. Netflix said Tuesday it has partnered Hathway Broadband to offer video streaming services to the latter's eight lakh subscribers. Shares traded at Rs 21.10, higher by 14.99 points on the BSE at 12.54 pm.
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Gold, Silver Slumps On Global Cues

Traching a weak overseas trend and slackened demand by local jewellers, Gold and Silver declined to close at Rs. 30,160 and Rs. 36,400
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Rupee To Stabilise On Its Own, Dip Not Due To Domestic Factors: Govt

A top government official said Rupee has depreciated due to rise in global crude oil prices and trade war woes, no domestic factors are responsible for the slide
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Govt Rules Out Excise Duty Cut As Petrol, Diesel Prices Hit Fresh High

Petrol and diesel prices on Tuesday touched fresh highs as rupee dipped to a record low of 71.54 against US dollar, making imports costlier
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Organisations See Learning Expenses In Employees As Investment
His Is The Biggest Book Divine Has Granted Me To Do, Says Raghu Rai

The coffee-table book captures Sadhguru in all his versatility offering a breathtaking view of the Man, the Mystic and his Mission
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Sensex Logs 5th Straight Day Loss As Rupee Woes Continue

BSE Sensex continues its loosing streak for 5th straight day to end at 38,157.92 level amid rising crude oil prices, falling rupee and ongoing global trade tiff
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Lockheed Martin To Produce F-16 Fighter Jet Wings In India

American security and aerospace giant Lockheed Martin has entered into an agreement with Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL) to produce F-16 fighter jets ingeniously in India
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Chidambaram Blames Govt For Rise In Petrol Prices, Says It Is Due To 'Excessive Taxes'

Senior Congress Leader P. Chidambaram condemns the NDA Government over petrol price rise, demands petrol and diesel be brought under GST net to cut excessive taxes on them
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